PETER HARRISON AND THE NEW HAVEN
CONNECTION
BY R A B B I A R T H U R A .

CHIEL*

Peter Harrison is the unsung architect of the historic Newport Synagogue
and other houses of worship of the Colonial period. Through this column
we offer our tribute to him. He died in New Haven in 1775.
"In the afternoon was the dedication of the new Synagogue in this town,"
reported the Newport Mercury on Monday, December 5, 1763, three days
after the impressive, religious exercies had taken place. "The Order and
Decorum," continued the report, "the Harmony and Solemnity of the
Musick, together with a Handsome Assembly of People, in an Edifice the
most perfect of the Temple kind perhaps in America, and splendidly
illuminated, could not but raise in the Mind a Faint idea of the Majesty and
Grandeur of the Ancient Jewish Worship mentioned in the Scripture."
The Rev. Ezra Stiles, minister of Newport's Second Congregationalist
Church, carefully copied the Mercury notice in his diary. Taken with the
charm of structure, Stiles proceeded to describe the synagogue's interior
in fine detail. He drew, too, a sketch of the Holy Ark, showing the tablets of
the Decalogue enframed above it.
Oddly, neither the Newport Mercury in its report, nor Stiles in his diary
entry, made mention of the architect of the new house of worship. For that
matter, nowhere in the remaining contemporary records does Peter
Harrison's name appear. And were it not for the Travels volume published
in London in 1775 by a British clergyman, the synagogue's identity
might have passed into oblivion.
In 1759-60 the Rev. Andrew Burnaby, a minister from Greenwich,
England, during his travels in North America, visited bustling Newport.
Burnaby observed the synagogue under construction at that time. Burnaby
reported on the architectural character of Newport's public buildings,
• R a b b i Chiel, until his untimely death (see footnote, page 69), was spiritual leader of
Congregation B'nai J a c o b in Woodbridge. Connecticut, a s u b u r b of New Haven. T h r o u g h his
scholarly endeavors, he had become an expert on Ezra Stiles, whose extensive diaries are
preserved in the Yale University Library. Stiles, before becoming president of Yale University,
had been a minister in Newport, Rhode Island. His diaries have been an invaluable source of
knowledge concerning the Jews of Colonial Newport and T o u r o Synagogue. That both Ezra
Stiles and Peter Harrison started their careers in Newport and spent their last days in New
Haven appears to have been a source of fascination to Rabbi Chiel. He sent us a copy of this
essay a few weeks before his death, together with the manuscript of the preceding paper. The
above essay first appeared in The New Haven Jewish Ledger of March 17 and 24, 1983. We
reprint it here in tribute to Rabbi Chiel with the kind permission of the publishers.
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indicating that few of these were "worth notice." Only the "Jews'
synagogue," when completed, promised to be "worth looking at."
Here, Reverend Burnaby proceeds to reveal the identity of the
synagogue's architect. "This building," writes Burnaby, "was designed, as
indeed were several of the others, by a Mr. Harrison, an ingenious English
gentleman who lives here. It will be extremely elegant within when
completed. . . . " To this clergyman traveler from abroad are we indebted for
revealing the identity of Newport Synagogue's architect.
For nearly a century and a half, Peter Harrison's name went
unmentioned. At last, in 1916, on the occasion of his 200th birthday,
Harrison was remembered in articles in two New England historical society
journals. Then, in 1949, there appeared Carl Bridenbaugh's definitive "Peter
Harrison, First American Architect."
H i s E A R L Y Y E A R S IN N E W P O R T

Born June 14, 1716, Peter Harrison was the son of a Quaker couple of
York, England. From childhood and through the rest of his life, Peter
Harrison had close affection and association with his brother, Joseph, seven
years Peter's senior. Joseph became involved in trade with the American
colonies, and Peter followed suit.
By 1738, Joseph Harrison was in charge of a ship fitted out by London
merchants for trade with Newport across the Atlantic. The younger brother,
Peter, was a member of the 10-man crew. Sailing from England in March
1738, with the cargo-laden Sheffield, they reached Newport harbor after
eight weeks on the rough North Atlantic. Having successfully discharged
their first overseas mission, the Harrison brothers returned to England in
early Fall, 1738.
By 1740, at age 24, Peter had returned to Newport, where he was engaged
to supervise the construction and outfitting of a new ship, the Leathlev. In
December 1740, the now Captain Peter Harrison took the Leathley in his
charge, and in February 1741, the ship arrived safely in London.
After several years on the high seas, Peter Harrison decided to settle in
Newport. Peter Harrison's talents were quickly recognized, and in 1745 a
committee of the General Assembly of Rhode Island appointed him to draw
up plans for the development of Newport's harbor.
That same year, Peter Harrison married the wealthy Elizabeth Pelham, a
genteel beauteous woman of 22. Peter Harrison moved from Quakerism to
the Episcopalian church of his wife and her family.
In 1746, the brothers, Joseph and Peter Harrison, formed a partnership in
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Newport as sea-merchants. Peter Harrison, the younger of the two, took on
the nautical responsibilities of the firm. As captain of a merchant vessel, he
would be on the high seas for the better part of 1747 through 1749, a long
separation from his wife, Elizabeth, and their daughter, Hermione.
It would appear that Peter Harrison's avocational interest in architecture
was sparked during this period, while on business in England. It was the era
in which English architectural taste was shifting from the baroque to
Palladianism.
The Palladian style of building took its cue from the classical tradition of
Rome, as interpreted by Andrea Palladio of Vicenza, Italy, during the 16th
century. In England, Palladio's designs were taken up by Inigo Jones in the
17th century. English architects, who were largely gentlemen dilettantes,
were inspired by "The Designs of Inigo Jones," published in 1727. Other
works in Palladian architecture followed.
Peter Harrison acquired these various treatises in building design and
studied them, on his own, with enthusiasm and pleasure. In London, he
acquired what was to become the best architectural collection in the
American colonies.
GENTLEMAN A R C H I T E C T

Upon his return to Newport from England, the first opportunity to apply
his architectural skill presented itself to Harrison. Abraham Redwood had
presented a handsome gift of 500 pounds sterling for the purchase of books
for a library in Newport. A committee undertook the construction of a
library structure. Peter Harrison was invited to execute its design.
Amidst his commercial and family responsibilities, after his nearly two
years' absence, Peter Harrison took on the assignment to plan and oversee
the construction of the Redwood Library. In its style, it would be a 'first' in
that all other civil structures of colonial America until then had been
planned in the tradition which came to be known as the Georgian or
Colonial style.
Redwood Library was of Palladian character. This attractive, diminutive
structure was the first building in America to have a classic temple-like
design; it presaged the classical revival in this country.
Upon its completion in 1750, the Redwood Library became one of
Newport's showplaces. Visitors, taken with its beauty and proportions,
mentioned it in their travel journals.
Peter Harrison's next opportunity for creative architecture came from a
Boston Anglican congregation. It requested of him "a Draught of a
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handsome Church." He graciously accepted this invitation to design
Boston's Kings Chapel. No remuneration was offered, nor, apparently, did
Harrison expect such. He was a gentlemen-architect. It was his creative
avocation and purely a labor of love.
In September 1749, Harrison completed his plans for King's Chapel. Five
years followed before the actual construction work was accomplished. It
was opened for religious services in August 1754.
Reports of Peter Harrison's success with Redwood Library and King's
Chapel spread beyond New England. Charles Town in South Carolina now
turned to him for the design of a church for the parish of St. Michael. Again,
Harrison responded to this 1751 request. St. Michael's was opened for
worship in 1761.
In the meanwhile, Peter Harrison carried on in the mercantile field as an
importer-exporter. His success as an entrepreneur had its ups and downs.
The sea trade was a high risk enterprise. But, though his fortunes varied in
the overseas trade, Harrison lived the life of a gentleman with his wife and
children in cosmopolitan Newport.
Harrison had a burst of architectural creativity in 1759-60, during which
period he completed plans for the Synagogue, the Freemason's Hall, and
Brick Market, all in Newport, and for Christ Church in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
COMMISSION T O DESIGN T H E J E W S ' SYNAGOGUE

The small Newport Jewish community of some 15 families purchased a
"suitable Lot of Land, whereon we design to Build a Synagogue." Two
members of the building committee were Jacob Rodriquez Rivera and
Moses Levy.
Both these men had contributed toward the building of Redwood Library
nearly a decade earlier. Rivera and Levy turned to Peter Harrison for their
prospective synagogue's design, and he responded favorably to their
invitation.
This project, on which Harrison worked beginning in early 1759, the
construction of which was to get under way in August of that year, was a
most unusual challenge. Committed to the Palladian style, he set to designing
a structure along classical lines, at the same time suited to the spirit of
Judaism in its faith and ritual.
Meeting with the Rev. Isaac Touro, the young Hazzan (Cantor) recently
arrived from Holland, Harrison consulted with him regarding the interior
layout of Amsterdam's Sephardic Synagogue. Harrison, whose personal
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library of architectural works was considerable, may have been guided, too,
by reproductions of the interior of that house of worship.
A strong likelihood, too, is that he had seen the London and New York
synagogues, which were all of similar layout in their interiors. Thus
informed, Harrison proceeded with his creative assignment.
Harrison asserted his classical taste and originality in the final plans for
Newport's synagogue. Particularly was this manifest in his design of the
Ark, which, in the earlier Sephardic synagogues, were baroque.
The Ark was his largest challenge, for it had no parallel in the Christian
church or pagan temple. The Ark designed by Harrison proved to be an
original creation of elegant simplicity.
Upon its completion in 1763, the Newport Synagogue's interior and
exterior were combined with an excellent sense of harmony and proportion.
And all of this was done by Harrison without fee.

REMOVAL T O N E W HAVEN

In 1766, Peter Harrison was appointed to succeed his brother Joseph as
the Collector of Customs at the port of New Haven. Joseph Harrison had
held that assignment since 1769 and was now promoted to the much larger
port of Boston. These appointments came the Harrison brothers' way as
reward for their Tory loyalties.
New Haven was, by that time, a prosperous and growing town with a
population of about 7,000. Its growth had been due to the increasing
importance of its harbor. And, while it had neither the cultural milieu nor
the cosmopolitanism of Newport, Peter Harrison found it a pleasant place
for his family and himself to live.
The Harrisons might have lived out their lives in their genteel
circumstances had not personal tragedy and political turbulence engulfed
them. Six years after arrival in New Haven, in 1772, their only son, 23-yearold Thomas, who inclined to art and architecture, died suddenly. Death
struck again in the family, in 1774, with the sudden passing of their
daughter, Isabelle, at the age of 22.
Peter Harrison, at 58, had become an ill and depressed man. His health
impaired, he was utterly shattered by the Connecticut political situation.
Being a Tory in his loyalties, a royal official, and an aristocrat, the popular
uprising against British rule was terrifying to him and his family.
During 1774 and 1775, there were mob attacks at New Haven's
waterfront. Peter Harrison was abused by the rebels. News of the battles at
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Lexington and Concord hastened Harrison's demise. He died of a stroke on
April 30, 1775, and was buried at Trinity Church on New Haven Green.
Soon thereafter, further uprisings took place in New Haven, and
Harrison's house was vandalized by an unruly mob. Harrison's personal
papers and his elegant library of several hundred books and architectural
drawings were destroyed.
His two surviving daughters married at Newport and New York. Widow
Harrison stayed on in New Haven, an impoverished woman, in the home
where once she was the aristocratic lady, mistress of a lively household. She
died in 1784.
Peter Harrison's name and reputation as the pioneer-architect was
deliberately overlooked by American chroniclers and historians for nearly
one and a half centuries because of his Tory inclination.
Only in 1916 was his architectural reputation "rehabilitated," when on the
occasion of his 200th birthday the articles about the long-neglected Harrison
were published in the two New England historical journals.
In assaying Harrison's contribution to American architecture, his
biographer, Carl Bridenaugh, writes: "The tragedy of Peter Harrison is that
he achieved success in the colonies 20 years too late. As he arrived at the top
of the colonial ladder, the Revolution began to shake down the structure he
had climbed with such effort. Temperament and environment combined to
make him a Loyalist; he could not have been otherwise. Although he had
chosen the wrong course, there were moderate men, even in the Patriot
ranks, who thought only of his integrity and his contribution in introducing
Palladian architecture in America."
The Newport Synagogue stands as testimony to Peter Harrison's
creativity. In it, and in the other structures that remain standing today, are
to be seen the pioneering contribution which he made to the "fine art of
architecture."

HOW TOURO SYNAGOGUE GOT ITS NAME
BY B E R N A R D K U S I N I T Z .

M.A.

Through the years almost all of us have had occasion either to read
accounts of or hear speakers on the subject of Touro Synagogue. When the
question of how the Synagogue acquired its name is raised, one of two
explanations is usually offered.
Despite the obscure origin of the name, the view most commonly expressed
in recent decades is that the Synagogue was named in deference to the first
Rabbi of the Congregation Jeshuat Israel, Isaac Touro. The name of the house
of worship is Touro Synagogue; the name of its first Rabbi was Isaac Touro.
Therefore, there was a connection between the two, and the one was named
after the other. This belief is almost invariably stated without equivocation,
always with the utmost nonchalance, and always without any explanation
whatsoever, as if there were no doubt about it at all.
Yet, notwithstanding this cavalier attitude and the popularity of the story
in recent times, a careful examination of the history of the Synagogue and its
times reveals that there is absolutely no historical justification whatsoever for
assuming that the Synagogue was named for Isaac Touro simply because he
was its first rabbi, or for any other reason for that matter. The facts
demonstrate it to be an assumption sans merit, sans factual verification, sans
reasonable hypothesis.
How many of us can name the first rabbi of any other synagogue, or know
how many synagogues have been named for that elusive first rabbi? It would
seem, therefore, that being a first rabbi of a synagogue, ipso facto, has never
been sufficient cause for such a singular honor. And as capable a rabbi and
teacher as he may have been, Isaac Touro, a Tory to the end, kept no diary,
wrote no monographs, printed no sermons, and wrote no enlightening letters
that we know about. In short, he made no contribution whatsoever to our
knowledge of the Newport Colonial Jews, the Congregation, or the
Synagogue. We believe, therefore, that his name would have been lost to
posterity had it not been for the charity of his sons, Abraham and Judah, and
the pen of Ezra Stiles, the noted Newport Colonial diarist and clergyman.
Permit us to offer just one case in point, even if it be almost parenthetical in
nature, to demonstrate the validity of our claim, shocking as it may seem to
those who have assumed the Synagogue was indeed named for the elder
Touro and have often repeated it as if it were proven fact.
Delivered May 22, 1983 on the occasion of the 100th Anniversary of the Reconsecration of
the Synagogue, May 25, 1983, and adapted for publication.
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